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Students have options for drivers education

Driving is a major 
milestone in most 

people’s lives. So natu-
rally, there is a plethora of 
options for young adults 
to choose from to become 
registered drivers.

Some are more com-
mon than others. Senior 
Josiah Zimmerman is one 

of many who has gone the traditional route.
“I started at the Greenwood Driving Academy, and after I 

passed that, I got my license at the BMV,” Zimmerman said. “I 
think the Driving Academy is the place most people go to learn 
driving, but you can wait until your 16 and nine months, so you 
won’t have to go through Driving Academy, but you have to have 
a permit for six months for a license.” 

Age impacts the process.
“I just got my license last weekend, and I’m 18,” senior Ethan 

French said. “My dad signed me up for a course a few years ago, 
but we never finished it because I never had a way to get to the 

driving school, and it didn’t help that I didn’t have a license.”
There are many fundamentals in the process to getting a li-

cense.
“When you’re 18, you still have to pass a test if you haven’t 

already taken one to get your permit, and you still have to have 50 
hours of practice, 40 days, and 10 nights. When you’re 18, how-
ever, you do not have to have parental consent for getting a license. 
Something I learned during the process is if you have glasses, you 
need to take an eye exam and you will be required to wear them 
while driving depending on how you did in the eye exam.”

GHS has partnered with “CIESC Drivers Ed,” which offers 
a driver’s ed class that usually takes place after school at the high 
school. Sophomore Jacob Sullivan enrolled.

“Its $355 to do the driving portion of the class. If you just 
want to take the class, it’s around $75,” Sullivan said.

The class goes over much more than just basic driving rules.
“The course is about three weeks long, and it teaches you just 

about everything there is to being a driver. Traffic laws, road rage, 
car prices, insurance and everything else. We usually get a lot of 
homework, and we do some projects. For example, we did a proj-
ect where we figure out the prices on cars and all the taxes and 
insurance that is involved,” Sullivan said. 

Officer Randy Eck is not just familiar with the process to get a 

driver’s license professionally but personally as well.
“I’ve been driving for about 30 years myself, and I’ve got three 

teenage girls, so I’ve been helping them with the process. You can 
take a driver’s ed course; there are plenty to choose from around 
here,” Officer Eck said.

No matter the way to get a driver’s license, there seems to be 
pros and cons to consider.

“My other daughter did the online classes too and just did the 
driving test at the BMV, but that way took a little longer,” Officer 
Eck said. 

A long car ride can be a struggle, so what should students do to prepare.
“Before we go on our trip, I always make sure to grab a pillow and blanket first. Then, I grab 

a journal. I have to listen to music on trips, but most importantly, I have to bring Oreos. I can’t go two 
hours without an Oreo,” freshman Jenna Armstrong said.

There are some foods that are an absolute necessity, too.
“I always bring junk food, just to munch on until we get wherever we are going. I bring Hot 

Cheetos always, then white chocolate covered pretzels, and most importantly I have to bring Oreos. I 
usually bring a drink that is half tea and half lemonade which is the most important part of the snack/
drink portion of the trip,” Armstrong said.

When going on a trip, passengers have to do something to pass the time.
“When I go on trips and I’m not sleeping, I usually play music in the car and sing with my family, 

but mostly with my mom Mulanie. I listen to mostly Taylor Swift, Bad Baby, and whatever is popular. 
Sometimes, I journal on my way to just write things that I have on my mind. I also bring Mad Libs 
because they are hilarious,” Armstrong said.

Watching movies is often a must on a road trip.
“I sleep most of the time so I won’t have to deal with other people because I get bothered really 

easily. When I’m awake, I watch movies on this really nice portable DVD player that my mom brings 
on vacation,” freshman Sam Fenner said.

Planning a trip and who is driving is important.
“Sleep schedule planning is very important. You have to know who is driving first, or whenever 

so they can either go to sleep earlier or later. If I know I have to drive first, then I’ll obviously go to bed 
earlier. Then, you obviously need good snacks that will get you along,” Mason Deal Science student 
teacher said.

Jacob Rollett
Reporter

Where is GHS traveling for Spring Break? 
How to survive a roadtrip

Recharge your soul by letting your phone die. 
Spring Break is a time for relaxation. It is a time to escape the 

major stressors and allow our bodies, our  minds and our souls to take a 
break. During Spring Break, many of our responsibilities evaporate. We 
do not have to go to school for seven hours a day, and we do not have to 
worry about or studies… We are allowed to focus on ourselves. 

Focusing on ourselves and de-stressing does not mean scrolling 
through Instagram and Twitter while laying in bed for hours at a time. 
Yet, it is what a lot of us, including myself, find ourselves doing. We con-
vince ourselves that there is nothing else to do, and we are too tired to 

think of something we could be doing. So we lie in bed and watch everyone else live their filtered 
lives. This is no way to live. There is so much adventure out in the world, so many people we need to 
meet… So many things we can not do if we are staring at a phone screen. 

I challenge you, and I am challenging myself, to put down my phone this Spring Break and make 
some memories. 

Maybe this is not going to be a struggle for you because you are one of the lucky ones who will 
be sitting pretty on a beach. This does not mean, however, that social media will not be haunting you 
throughout your vacation. Going on a trip should not be revolved around the next photo opportunity. 
Going on a trip should be about spending time about those you love, living presently in the moment 
and soaking up your surroundings. Turn off your phone and enjoy. Do not let your trip be dedicated 
to your instagram feed. 

 Social media is a stressor in a lot of our lives. I challenge you to identify exactly how social media 
makes you feel and whether you want to carry that vibe with you during your Spring Break. Do not 
live through others and do not live for others. 

Live for you and be present in every moment. 

Live in the moment

“I am going to Florida to hit 
up the beach. I am going 
with my friends, and that is 
going to be fun. I am going 
to be really excited about 
not being here.”
-freshman Sierra Ladd

“I am going to Fort My-
ers with my family and 
friends. I am looking 
forward to hitting up 
the beach. I am excited 
about being able to spend 
time with my family and 
friends.”
-junior Mason Boukao

“On the second half of 
Spring Break, my dad, his 
girlfriend and I are going to 
the Great Wolf Lodge, the 
Creation Museum and the 
Ark. It’s going to be around 
18 hours of driving.”
-freshman Caleb Shaw

“I am going on a choir 
trip to Disney World for 
three days. We are going 
to do rides, but I have no 
idea what I am going to 
ride since this is my first 
time going.”
-sophomore Jared 
Holmes

“I’m going to Tuscon where 
my friends live. We’re go-
ing to do a drum circle and 
eat some cactus. I have 
been told cactus has a tex-
ture like a blackberry with 
seeds on the inside, so I’m 
super excited for it.”
- senior Bryce Syra

“I am going to Jacksonville, 
Florida to see my uncle. I 
am going to hit the beach, 
ride some bikes, and hang 
out with some girls. We are 
going to do some zip-lining 
with my friends, everything 
legal.”
-junior Luke Raker
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